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Let L be a language recognized by a nondeterministic (single-tape) Turing machine 
of time complexity T(n) >1 n 2. ThenL is also recognized by a deterministic (single-tape) 
Turing machine of tape complexity T1/2(n). 

1. INTRODUCTION 

A terminated Turing machine computation can be represented by a two-dimensional 
diagram showing successive tape configurations. The machine to be described, when 
given an input word, searches for such a diagram. It  achieves the stated economy in 
tape space by making repeated dichotomies in both the tape and time dimensions 
and carrying out the search for the resulting smaller subdiagrams sequentially. 

The deterministic simulation of nondeterministic machines described by Savitch [1] 
involves successive dichotomies in the time dimension, but the simultaneous 
dichotomies in both dimensions appear to be new. The result improves on the results 
of Hopcroft and Ullman [2] in that the tape bound is for a deterministic machine, and 
also improves (by a factor of log T) the result obtained in the immediate ancestor of 
this paper [3], though the casual reader may prefer the latter's shorter and easier 
description. A familiarity with any of [1-3] would be helpful. 

2. DEFINITIONS 

A Turing machine accepts a word w by entering a special state ql ,  and has time 
complexity t T (tape complexity U), if for every word w of length n it accepts, there is an 
accepting computation which uses no more than time T(n)(tape U(n)). 

Let M be a nondeterministic Turing machine which recognizes L with time 
complexity T(n)(>~n~), with states q0, ql ,.-., q~ and tape symbols So(= blank), 

* Present address: University of Warwick, Coventry, England. 
x Other definitions of time and tape complexity are also used in the literature. A variant is 

discussed in the conclusion of this paper. 
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s 1 ,..., s T . A terminating computation by M may be described by a finite two- 
dimensional array of symbols from the alphabet 

Si 

where successive rows (downwards) represent successive configurations and each 
column shows the history of a particular tape square. The transitions of the head 
between two adjacent columns may be adequately described by a crossing sequence, 
which is a string over the alphabet {~j, ~j [j  = 0,..., k} giving the state and direction 
in which these transitions occur. We regard the change of state as preceding the 
shift in each step, so that the crossing sequence expresses the new state for each 
transition rather than the old state. 

We define a generalized computation diagram in terms of a test-machine M'  in a 
spirit similar to [2]. However M'  simulates a multiheaded version of M in the following 
way. Starting with an arbitrary number of heads on a finite segment of tape, M'  
simulates the action of M at each head. At any step M'  may introduce a new head at 
an end of the tape segment in an arbitrary state and of course heads may disappear 
off the ends of the tape during a computation. We consider only those M'-computations 
in which no two heads cross or collide so that computation diagrams for M'  look 
locally very like those for M. An M-matrix is a rectangular array over 27 representing 
such an M'-computation. 

A perimeter of an M-matrix is a set of four strings as follows: the first and last rows 
and a pair of possible crossing sequences to the left of the leftmost column and to 
the right of the rightmost column, say R 1 , R 2 , S x , $2, respectively. Of course, if M 
is deterministic then each M-matrix has a unique perimeter. 
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FIGURE 1 

A set of four strings R 1 , R 2 ,  S 1 , S 2 is M-compatible, written Comp(R1, Rz, S1, $2) 
if there is an M-matrix of which it is a perimeter. The predicate Bridge, which 
corresponds to Comp with blank rows of unspecified length, is defined by 

r (3m) Comp(so ~, So 'n, SI, $2) , Bridge(Sa, S~) clef 

where So '~ denotes a string of m blanks. 
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The following predicate combines two special cases of Comp which require no 
extra working space to compute, and contains the information about the transition 
table of M needed by the algorithm. 

Triv(R1, R2 ' $1 ' $2 ) def ~:> [Comp(R1, R~ , S 1 , $2), where the M-matrix 

has only 1 column] 

3. PRELIMINARIES 

Without loss of generality we may assume that M starts on the tape square 
immediately to the left of its input word and at once enters state q0 moving right to the 
leftmost symbol. We may suppose further that M never again visits its initial square 
unless and until it accepts the input word by erasing the whole tape and moving back 
to its starting point in state ql �9 If M accepts w we write Accept(w). 

LEMMA I. 

Accept(w) ~ (3x) Comp(wso ~, SofWl+., -~qoql"-, A) 

where ] w [ is the length of w and A is the empty string. 

Proof. Suppose that the right-hand side is true. The corresponding M'-  
computation starts with no heads on its tape and introduces only one head 
subsequently, therefore it can be interpreted as an accepting M-computation. 

To get an efficient algorithm to look for M-matrices to fill in a given perimeter, we 
need the ability to break the problem into subproblems. This is provided by the 
following formulas. 

FORMULA A. 

Accept(w) <=> (3m)(3S)[Comp(ws~, s~ wl+'n, "Oo'ql , S) and Bridge(S, A)I 

FORMULA B. 

Bridge(Sx, $2) ~> (3m) Comp(s0% so ~, $1, S~) 

(3S)[Bridge(S 1 , S) and 

.or. 

Bridge(S, S~)]. 
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FORMULA C. 

Comp(R1, R2, S1, $2) <> Triv(R1, R2, S1, $2) .or. 

t / , '  t # I / /  t / /  

(Z[R, S 1 , S 1 , S 2 , 82)[81 S 1 : S 1 a n d  S 2 S~ = S 2 

and Comp(n l ,  R, SI'  , $2' ) and Comp(R, R 2 , S~', S~')] 

u t # I # ! t /  

.or. (3S, RI" , R x , R ~ ,  R~)[R 1 R 1 = R x and R 2 R 2 ---- R 2 

and Comp(Rl', R2', S1, S) and Comp(R~', R~', S, $2) ]. 

The ideas behind formula C are illustrated in Figs. 2 and 3. 
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FIG. 2. An "R-cut ."  FIG. 3. An "S-cut." 

The validity of the ~ implications in A, B and C is trivial. The ~ implications are 
not generally valid in B and C; the difficulty being in the "S-cuts".  The interested 
reader should be able to construct counter-examples easily. The problem arises from 
the fact that a crossing-sequence does not contain information about the time intervals 
between successive crossings, and so M-matrices with matching crossifig-sequences 
cannot necessarily be made to join up. This phenomenon occurs only in multiheaded 
computations, which we have introduced to simplify the formulas and proofs. We can 
overcome the difficulty and verify formulas B and C, if we assume that M has the 
option at each step of "doing nothing", so that successive configurations are the same, 
instead of performing an ordinary step according to its transition table. It  is obvious 
that this extra "ability" can be assumed without loss of generality. 

4. THE ALGORITHM 

It follows from the results of the previous section that the recursive formulas A, B 
and C provide a nondeterministic algorithm for computing the predicate Accept 
in the following sense. For a given w such that Accept(w) is true, this truth may be 
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effectively arrived at by a finite number of applications of the formulas with appropriate 
choices for the existentially quantified variables, because the hypothetical M-matrix 
may be chopped more and more finely using R-cuts and S-cuts until Triv can be used. 
Contrarily if Accept(w) is not true then no sequence of choices can return an affirmative 
answer. The  nondeterministic computation holds the arguments of predicates 
currently being evaluated on a (simulated) pushdown stack in a straightfi~rward 
manner. It will be clear that the storage requirement other than that for these 
arguments is negligible. We show in the next section that if a word of length n is 
accepted by M within time T(n), there is a successful computation for which the total 
length of all these arguments never exceeds k �9 Tl'2(n), for some fixed k. 

The  deterministic algorithm sets down temporary end-markers a short distance 
apart and, working within this amount of space, tries to establish Accept(w) by trying 
in turn all possible choices for which it has room. I f  it fails, it doubles the distance 
between the end-markers and tries again, and so on. Since we are free to enlarge the 
internal alphabet of the algorithm, we shall have shown that there is a deterministic 
machine operating within tape complexity T1/~(n) which recognizes the original 
language L. 

5. PROOF OF BOUND 

Let a be an arbitrary M-matrix with a perimeter ~r = {R 1 , R2, S x , $2}. We 
introduce notation for the vital parameters of a as follows. (r X [ denotes the number 
of symbols of a string X.) 

r = [ R 1 I = I Rzl =- "width" of a, 

s = I a a l  +lSzl, 
t = (number of  rows of  a) - -  1 = "time corresponding to a", 

Q = r + s + t 1;2. 

I f  ~' is another M-matrix then r', s', t', Q' are similarly defined. Clearly t is an upper 
bound for the sum of the lengths of all crossing sequences within a, and as an 
immediate consequence: 

LEMMA 2. 2 At  least one of the r/3 crossing sequences through the middle third of 
has length <~ 3t/r. 

Such a crossing sequence would provide a relatively efficient S-cut. 

2 To simplify the presentation of this section we neglect to distinguish between a real number q 
and its integer approximations, [q] and [q]+. The careful reader will verify that this negligence 
is justifiable. 
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For an arbitrary a with perimeter rr, let C ~ C(a) be the least amount of tape 
required by our algorithm to establish Comp(~r), apart from that needed to store 
the initial set of arguments 7r. B = B(a), corresponding to the predicate Bridge, 
is defined in a similar manner. For another M-matrix ~', we write B' = B(a') and 

c '  - -  

LEMMA 3. For some fixed k l ,  C(a) ~ klQ(c~ ). 

Proof. The proof is by induction on Q. If Q is very small then a is small enough 
for Triv to apply and no working space is required so C(a) = 0. Otherwise the choice 
strategy is that 

(i) if s is larger than r, we make an R-cut to halve s, else 

(ii) if t 1/2 is large compared with r and s, we make an R-cut to halve t, else 

(iii) we reduce r by making the S-cut guaranteed by Lemma 2. 

To compute Comp we should provide space for the arguments for Comp at the next 
level down together with space for the largest of these two immediate subcomputations, 
Comp(a') say. (Of course, they will be computed consecutively rather than simul- 
taneously.) Thus for the three cases outlined above, 

(i) r<~s 

C <~ 4r + s -4- C' since (4r + s) is the sum of the lengths of the two new 

perimeters formed by the R-cut 

<~ 4r q- s + kxQ' by the inductive hypothesis 

< ~ 4 r + S + k l ( r + � 8 9  1/2) since we can assume r ' = r ,  s '= �89  

t' ~<t 

<~klQ if k t~> 10. 

(ii) r + s ~ 7t 1/~ 

C ~ 4 r + s + C '  

<~ 4r + s + kiQ' 

4r + s + kl(r + s + (�89 

<~ kiQ if 

since we can assume r '  = r, s' ~< s, 

t' = �89 

kl >1 56(1 + 
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(iii) s < r and 7t 1/2 < r + s (so 49t/r < 4r) 

C < ~ 2 r + s + 6 t / r + C ' s i n c e  ( 2 r + s + 6 t / r )  is an upper  bound for 

the sum of the two new perimeters formed by 

the S-cut  

<~ 2r + s + 6t/r + kaQ' 

<~ 2r + s + 6t/r + kl(2r/3 + (s + 3t/r) + t l/s) since we can assume 

r' <~ 2r/3, s' <~ s + 3t/r, t' -= t 

<~ kaQ if k~ >~ 513/13. 

So if k 1 = 100 say, the result is proved. 

LEMMA 4. For some fixed k s , i f  ~ is such that for some T: 

(i) T a/s <~ r <~ T, 

(ii) s <~ 6T/r, 

(iii) t ~< T, 

then B(a) <~ ksT a/2 --  24T/r. 

Proof. T o  establish Bridge we either compute Comp directly or use an S-cut  to 
reduce the problem to two subproblems. We consider two cases: 

(i) I f r  ~ 3T  1/2 then: 

B ~< 2r + s + C since (2r + s) is the length of the perimeter of 

<~ 2r -4- 6T/r + ka(r + 6T/r + T l/s) from (ii) and (iii) 

<~ 6T  1Is + 6 T  1Is + ka(3T a/s + 6T  a/s + T 1/2) since T x/s <~ r <.._3T 1Is 

<~ ksT a/s --  24T/r for sufficiently large k s 

(ii) I f  r ~ 3T  l/s, we proceed by induction on r, using the previous case as a 

basis. Applying an S-cut  as guaranteed by Lemma 2, we see that for a submatrix e '  
so produced: 

(i)' T 1/s <~ r/3 <~ r' <~ 2r/3 <~ T, 

(ii)' s' <~ s + 3t/r <~ 9T/r ~ 6T/r', 

(iii)' t ' ~ < t ~ <  T. 
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Therefore a' satisfies the hypotheses of the lemma and 

B ~ s + 6T/r -k B' since (s + 6T/r) is an upper bound on the sum 

of the lengths of the new arguments 

s § 6T/r + k2T 1/2 -- 24T/r' 

k~T 1/~ -- 24T/r since s ~ 6T/r and r' ~ 2r/3 

proving the lemma. 

We now have enough results to prove the main theorem. Suppose M accepts w, 
then there is an M-matrix c~ with a perimeter {WSo x, Slo wl+x, qoql, A} and we may 
assume for c~ that t = T(] w 1) and x = T([ w [). By similar reasoning to the proof 
of Lemma 2, there is an m and an S for formula A such that 

(i) m ~ t x/2 

(ii) I S l  ~< t 1/~ 

Therefore, by Lemma 3, the Comp clause of formula A can be verified in space 
proportional to Ta/2(I w [). The Bridge clause presents a difficulty since, in the first 
set of arguments for Bridge (arising from formula A) it may certainly happen that 
]S ]  > 6 T / ( T -  m), although in subsequent iterations the new crossing-sequences 
can be chosen sufficiently small. However, these first arguments of Bridge are merely 
passed on formally until an evaluation of Comp is required, so it is sufficient to keep 
only one copy of this S and use a special symbol, say "S" ,  in place of S in arguments 
of Bridge. Using this device, it is immediate that Accept(w) can be computed in space 
of the order T1/2(] w 1). 

6. CONCLUSION 

A machine M will be said to have strong time complexity T if it has time complexity 
T and if, in addition, for every word w there is a halting computation using no more 
time than T(] w I). Strong tape complexity is defined analogously. 

THEOREM 1. I f  L is recognized by a nondeterministic single-tape Turing machine 
of time complexity (strong time complexity) T, where T(n) ~ n 2, then L is recognized by 
a deterministic single-tape Turing machine of tape complexity (strong tape complexity) T 1/~. 

Proof. In the algorithm to prove the "strong" part, we search both for an accepting 
and a rejecting computation at each stage. 

Following [2] we can give a corresponding result for off-line Turing machines, 
where the input is presented on a separate read-only tape. Crossing sequences need 
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to be generalized to augmented crossing sequences where each "symbol" now contains 
not only the state and direction but also a binary integer giving the current position 
of the input head. Thus a sequence of k crossings is represented by a string of length 
k- log n, where n is the length of the input. The measure corresponding to Q in 
Lemma 3 is (r(log n)l/a + s(log n)-1/2+ ta/~), the predicate to be established is of 
the form Bridge (<~/0,1)(91,1), A) and there is no particular difficulty in proving: 

THEOREM 2. I lL  is recognized by a nondeterministic off-line Turing machine of time 
complexity (strong time complexity) T(n) >~ n, then L is recognized by a deterministic 
off-line Turing machine of tape complexity (strong tape complexity) (T(n). log n) 1/2. 
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